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Carving Gallery: Green Heron
 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $250.00

Sales price without tax $250.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Green Heron

 

The Green Heron is one of our most strikingly beautiful carvings!  A small, solitary
heron with a velvet-green back and chestnut-colored body, it waits silently by the
edges of ponds or marshes in search of prey.  Considered a very intelligent bird it
will lure in fish by dropping twigs or insects in the water making it one of the few
known species to use tools for hunting.

The Green Heron carving is of exceptional artistic quality with its exact detailing
and acurate coloring.  The bird is life-sized, carved from bass wood, hand-
feathered to create texture and painted with acryllic paint. The eyes are glass and
feet are copper. It is mounted on a carved wood branch fixed to a moss-covered
wooden base.

This incredible carving is sure to please the most exacting collector and makes a
gift of outstanding quality. It measures approximately 14 inches from beak to tail
and has an overall height of 16 inches.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

SOLD! IF YOU WISH TO ORDER THE GREEN HERON, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
document.getElementById('cloak61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970').innerHTML = ''; var prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var addy61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970 = 'INFO' + '@';
addy61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970 = addy61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970 + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM'; var addy_text61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970 = 'INFO' + '@' + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM';document.getElementById('cloak61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970').innerHTML += ''+addy_text61f186cb780bc7e250953fe12812a970+''; .
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Reviews

Friday, 19 July 2019 

I commissioned the construction of the Green Heron based on one I saw in front of my home. Supplied with multiple high quality photos I
took of the bird, they created an absolutely AMAZING, true-to-scale replica of the bird. The detailing is superb - the photos here on the
website do not do the carving justice.

I have collected roughly 15 to 20 carvings from the owners at this point. I can say with great certainty, as an Ornithologist, these carvings
are among the most beautiful and realistic I have found anywhere. The quality is second to none. For me, fidelity to reality is crucial - I
want perfectly modeled replicas with as much detail as possible in perfect 1:1 size: the EXACT same size as the real bird. These
carvings meet those criteria!

I am very pleased to have found WoodCarvedBirds.com - Bird Carvings from the Wild. You can tell the owners truly have a passion for
their creations as each carving is a genuine work of art.
You will NOT be disappointed with ANY bird you purchase!

If you are fortunate enough to commission a one-of-a-kind, one-off bird based on photos of a bird you actually saw, they take it to the
next level ! Made entirely here in the USA locally, the artists who carve the birds by hand, and then those who do the painting, are truly
masters of their craft in every way possible!

I hope you have the chance to purchase a bird from them and see for yourself the amazing quality and craftsmanship! You will NOT
regret it!

Thank you,
Jonathan Landon

Jonathan Landon 
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